
Jetstream 2 for NI Kontakt 

 

Jetstream 2 is a sound designer’s tool bench for Kontakt. Wrapping a flexible loop library in a 

powerful interface, Jetstream 2 generates an endless variety of new sound effects, from drone 

textures to transient strikes. With multiple filters, extensive modulations, creative impulse responses, 

and custom mastering effects, Jetstream 2 makes sound design for music and media fast and 

intuitive. 

Jetstream 2 features: 

• 50 original sound loops (259MB) 

• 32 unique impulse responses (21MB) 

• Intuitive colour-coded interface for sound design  

• 65 professionally designed presets 

• 44.1kHz 24-bit stereo WAV throughout 

 

Jetstream 2 requires the full version of Kontakt 3+ and does not work in the free Kontakt Player 
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Introduction 

By Iain Morland 

Jetstream 2 brings new and imaginative content to the interface and signal flow introduced in the 

original Jetstream library. 

My goal with Jetstream was to make a flexible and inspiring sound design tool that recreates my own 

workflow for designing sounds. I wanted to make a sound library that blends the convenience of 

premade loops with the creative possibilities of custom layering and modulation. 

Being able to change the volume, pitch, panning, and start position of up to four simultaneous loops 

– or even the same loop treated in four different ways – opens a world of sound design. Adding the 

abilities to modulate each mixer strip, and to feed the results into four banks of independently 

modulated filters, enables you to create thousands of unique sounds.  

The fifty loops in Jetstream 2 are an entirely new selection of environmental, electronic and 

mechanical material – from abstract synthesis to realistic Foley, animal recordings to hybrid 

vocalisations, glitchy digital textures to old tape crackles. 

The loops have been pre-processed for sonic interest but remain simple enough to layer without 

becoming cluttered. I included some noise and triangle waveforms that are useful building blocks for 

wind-like textures and even chromatic synths. 

I love using unusual impulse responses to colour sound, so have created thirty-two new impulses for 

Jetstream 2. They can add a subtle atmosphere or tail when mixed with a sound, or can entirely 

transform the sound when used 100% wet. 

In response to customer feedback, Jetstream 2 also brings per-sound on/off buttons to the Mixer 

page. 

I hope you create many wonderful sounds with Jetstream 2! 

 

http://www.precisionsound.net/
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Sound List
 
Loops 
 
Alien Beam 
Baby Stars 
Broken Stylus 
Carousel 
Cat Mic 
City Junction 
Dark Star 
Digi Corn 
Dust Vent 
Farmyard 
Fizz Noise 
FM AM 
Fractals 
Gamma Noise 
Ghost Voice 
Gnome Choir 
Hail 
Headrush 
Hesperus 
Induction 
Jelly Bee 
King Snake 
Lift Off 
Liquify 
Little Bells 
Locksmith 

 
 
 
Magnet Field 
Mello 
Moon Clouds 
Old Folky 
Parkland 
Platform Game 
Processor 
Pulsar 
Quantum Bits 
Rail Trolley 
Reactor Pool 
Reel Old 
Rope Bridge 
Shellac 
Shopping Mall 
Simple Triangle 
Soft Noise 
Space Invader 
Steam Room 
Tape Deck A 
Tape Deck B 
Tape Deck C 
Trickling 
Tropic Harp 
 
 

 
 
Impulse Responses 
 
Blurred Slam 
Bounce Mod 
Calcify 
Cavernous 
Close Thick 
Coil Taps 
Delayed Hit 
Droid Verb 
Easy Delay 
Echo Pan 
Exciter Verb 
Flutter 
Formant Box 
Fresh Surf 
Glitch Verb 
Hot Cabinet 
Laser Phaser 

 
 
 
 
Little Splash 
Morse Spring 
Notch Reflect 
Orbiting 
Petals 
Plate Array 
Polished Echo 
Real Air 
Seaweed 
Short Smear 
Small Room 
Stereo Ripple 
Talkbox 
Tin Sheet 
Wave Mod 

http://www.precisionsound.net/
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Presets 
 
Jetstream 2 Default 
Jetstream 2 Velocity Sensitive 
Jetstream 2 Economy* 
Jetstream 2 Economy Velocity Sensitive* 
 
 
Action Hit 
Bubble Stream 
Cat Attack 
Catacomb Locks 
Cloud Probe 
Coral Organ 
Cyber Factory 
Dark Island 
Digital Strike 
Dream Dawn 
Dungeon 
Electrolysis 
Entropy Engine 
Evacuation City 
Faulty Playback 
Fractal Data 
Glitch Clock 
Granular Accordion 
Growl Sweep 
Interplanetary 
Ion Field 
Kilobyte Trance 
Kitsch Synth 
Lab Machine 
Lanterns 
Leaky Roof 
Lemming Bounce 
Magic Puzzle Box 
Martian Nursery 
Meditation Drone 
Mercury Motion 
Metalloid 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Nemesis 
Nerd Sequencer 
New Tokyo 
Ocean Dive 
Orchestra Hit 
Phantom Sweep 
Pinball Synth 
Polaris Saucer 
Polymer Synth 
Quartz Chimes 
Racetrack 
Refrigeration 
Rising Sun 
Rubberbands 
Scuba 
Smudged Hit 
Solar Signal 
Storm Pipes 
Strawberry Field Dream 
Suspense Texture 
Tidal Wind 
Tonal Blob 
Toxic Pods 
Transducer 
Tsunami 
Uncomfortable Atmosphere 
Uranium Chamber 
Ventilation Shaft 
Vowel Strike 
Water Tank 
Weird Forest 
Win All Coins 
Zombie House 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
* The economy patches trade some quality when pitch-shifting for lower CPU. 

http://www.precisionsound.net/
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Mixer Page 
 

 

Assign  

The four assign menus set the loops that are triggered when you next play a note.  

We distinguish between sounds and loops. A sound is a channel containing a loop, 

mixer strip, filters, and modulations. Four sounds are available, and are colour 

coded on the interface (sound 1 = green, 2 = blue, 3 = turquoise, 4 = coral). A loop 

is an audio file that can be used as the source for one or more sounds. 

So for example, you could assign the same loop to all four sounds, each with unique mixer and filter 

settings. Or, you could assign different loops to each sound. 

Setting an assign menu to ‘None’ makes it inactive on the next played note. To turn sounds on or off 

while holding notes, use the buttons in the mixer strips, described below. 

 

Mixer strips 

Each sound has a dedicated mixer strip.  

Sound button:  enables or disables the sound.  

Vol: sets the volume of the sound. 

Pan: sets the position of the sound in the stereo field. 

Width: sets the stereo width of the sound, from mono to natural stereo. 

Pitch: sets the pitch of the sound. 

Start: sets the start point of the sound, up to 10 seconds from the beginning of the loop. 

All numerical controls in Jetstream 2 have a simplified value range of 0 to 100, or -100 to +100. 

http://www.precisionsound.net/
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Filters Page 
 

 

Edit 

The edit menu sets the current sound for editing.  

The colour of the page changes according to the current sound. 

 

Three filters can be set independently for the current sound: 

 

HPF 

The high pass filter (HPF) removes low frequencies from the sound by letting only 

high frequencies pass.  

Freq: sets the frequency above which the filter lets sound pass. 

Reso: sets the amount by which the volume is boosted around the filter frequency. 

On/Off: enables or disables the high pass filter. 

 

LPF 

The low pass filter (LPF) removes high frequencies from the sound by letting only 

low frequencies pass.  

Freq: sets the frequency below which the filter lets sound pass. 

Reso: sets the amount by which the volume is boosted around the filter frequency. 

On/Off: enables or disables the low pass filter.

http://www.precisionsound.net/
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Phaser 

The phaser changes the tone of the sound by creating notches and peaks in its 

frequency range.  

Freq: sets the frequency of the phaser’s notches and peaks. 

Reso: sets the steepness of the notches and peaks. 

On/Off: enables or disables the phaser. 

The filters are not only for special effects. They can also be used as per-sound equalisers. 

http://www.precisionsound.net/
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Mixer Mod Page 
 

 

Edit 

The edit menu is the same as on the Filters page. Setting a sound for editing on the 

previous page keeps it active for editing on this page, and vice versa. 

 

Mixer parameters can be modulated independently for the current sound: 

 

Vol Mod 

Depth: sets the amount by which the volume of the current sound is modulated 

(changed over time). 

Speed: sets the rate at which volume is modulated. 

Off/Sine/Triangle: sets the shape of the volume modulator. In other words, this sets the shape of the 

transition from the greatest to the least amount of modulation, at the rate set by the speed control. 

When set to ‘off’, volume modulation is disabled. 

 

Pan Mod 

Depth sets the amount by which the pan position of the current sound is 

modulated. 

Speed: sets the rate at which pan is modulated. 

Off/Sine/Triangle: sets the shape of the pan modulator, or disables modulation of pan.  

http://www.precisionsound.net/
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Pitch Mod 

Depth sets the amount by which the pitch of the current sound is modulated. 

Speed: sets the rate at which pitch is modulated. 

Off/Sine/Triangle: sets the shape of the pitch modulator, or disables modulation of 

pitch.  

All modulators here and on the Filters Mod page are free-running, so you’ll get slightly different 

results each time you play a note with modulation active. 

 

 

http://www.precisionsound.net/
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Filters Mod Page 
 

 

Edit 

The edit menu is the same as on the Filters and Mixer Mod pages. Setting a sound 

for editing on one of these pages keeps it active for editing on the other pages. 

 

Filter parameters can be modulated independently for the current sound: 

 

HPF Mod 

Depth: sets the amount by which the frequency of the current sound’s high pass 

filter is modulated. 

Speed: sets the rate at which the HPF frequency is modulated. 

Off/Sine/Triangle: sets the shape of the HPF frequency modulator, or disables modulation of HPF 

frequency.  

 

LPF Mod 

Depth: sets the amount by which the frequency of the current sound’s low pass 

filter is modulated. 

Speed: sets the rate at which the LPF frequency is modulated. 

Off/Sine/Triangle: sets the shape of the LPF frequency modulator, or disables modulation of LPF 

frequency.  

http://www.precisionsound.net/
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Phaser Mod 

Depth: sets the amount by which the frequency of the current sound’s phaser filter 

is modulated. 

Speed: sets the rate at which the phaser frequency is modulated. 

Off/Sine/Triangle: sets the shape of the phaser frequency modulator, or disables modulation of 

phaser frequency.  

http://www.precisionsound.net/
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Global Page 
 

 

Tracking 

Four buttons turn pitch tracking on/off for each sound. When tracking is on, the 

sound’s pitch will be determined by the pitch of the played note.  

C3 is the root note at which no pitch tracking is applied.  

When tracking is off, the sound’s pitch is the same regardless of the pitch of the 

played note. 

 

Envelope 

The envelope parameters set the volume of all sounds over time. 

Attack: sets the time for all sounds to reach full volume when a note is played. 

Decay: sets the duration of the transition between the attack and sustain parts of 

the envelope for all sounds. 

Sustain: sets the volume of all sounds after the attack and decay parts of the envelope, while a note 

is held. 

Release: sets the time for all sounds to fade to silence after a note is released. 

You can create one-shot sounds by setting Sustain to zero and a short Decay time! 

http://www.precisionsound.net/
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EQ 

The EQ parameters control a customised equaliser for all sounds with a specially 

variable bandwidth. 

High Gain: sets the volume of the high frequencies for all sounds. 

Mid Gain: sets the volume of the mid frequencies for all sounds. 

Low Gain: sets the volume of the low frequencies for all sounds. 

On/Off: enables or disables the equaliser for all sounds. 

 

Space 

The space parameters set the overall stereo field and ambience in which all sounds 

are placed. 

Stereo: sets the width of all sounds from mono to enhanced stereo, prior to the 

convolution effect. 

Wet: sets the balance between the dry mix of all sounds and the convolution effect.  

Type: sets the type of convolution effect. Thirty two types are available, ranging from simulated 

spaces to delays, springs, and hybrid processes.  

On/Off: enables or disables the space effects. 

 

Dynamics 

The dynamics parameters set the volume of the sum of all sounds, making 

compression simple. 

RMS: sets the amount of slow compression applied to the signal on the basis of its 

average level, prior to the limiting process.  

Limit: sets the amount of fast compression applied to the signal on the basis of its loudest peaks. 

Boost: sets the amount by which the volume is increased after the RMS and limiting processes.  

On/Off: enables or disables dynamics processing. 

http://www.precisionsound.net/
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Kontakt Notes 

• Jetstream 2 requires the full version of Native Instruments Kontakt 3 or above. It will not work in 

the free Kontakt Player or Kontakt demo. 

• We decided to use numerical spinners rather than knobs for the interface, to provide at-a-glance 

access to as many parameters as possible. Numerical spinners also have the advantage of 

allowing keyboard input: you can type a value as an alternative to dragging with the mouse. 

However, numerical spinners do not accept automation. 

• The default Jetstream 2 patch, and most of the designed presets, are not velocity sensitive. We 

felt that when designing sounds it is useful to have a consistent output volume. However we 

have also included patches called “Jetstream 2 Velocity Sensitive” and “Jetstream 2 Economy 

Velocity Sensitive” in which volume is controlled by velocity. 

• Changing an assign menu takes effect on the next played note. This is by design. 

• In Kontakt 3, if you turn on Dynamics while playing a note, the dynamics will not have an audible 

effect until the next note is played. This limitation is not preset in Kontakt 4 and above. 

• In Kontakt 3, 4 and 5, if you are using the convolution (Wet) effect and turn on Space while 

playing a note, convolution will not be audible until the next note is played. The Stereo control in 

the Space section does take immediate effect, however. 

• Kontakt loads all the Jetstream 2 samples into RAM, so a single patch takes about 259MB. This is 

required for the Start functionality on the Mixer page. 

http://www.precisionsound.net/
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Credits 

Concept, sound design, and Kontakt scripting: Iain Morland (http://www.iainmorland.net)  

Presets: Iain Morland and Lars Westin 

Artwork: Lars Westin 

Manual: Iain Morland 

http://www.precisionsound.net/
http://www.iainmorland.net/
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Licence Agreement 
 
All content on CD/DVD-ROM and in downloadable SampleSets available from Precisionsound and 
other resellers are licensed, not sold, to you, the single user. Precisionsound is the owner or master 
licensee of the content. 
 
The payment you make to purchase the SampleSets containing the content gives you the non-
exclusive right to use the content in any music and/or audiovisual media production, such as a 
soundtrack, music production, television show, live/playback show, advertisement, 
computer/videogame. 
 
Any use of the demos found at Precisionsound’s website or on a reseller’s website requires written 
permission from Precisionsound. These are © Copyrighted and show how different content from 
downloadable SampleSets and CD/DVD-ROMs can be used. 
 
You may not distribute, sell, re-sell, lend, rent, lease, give away, sublicense, assign, or otherwise 
transfer any of the content except as part of, and incorporated in a production.  
 
You may not distribute the content, either in native format or reformatted, filtered, re-synthesized or 
otherwise edited or treated, for use as samples, loops, multi-samples as programs or patches in a 
sampler or sample playback unit. The content cannot be used as source playback from ROM or chip 
sets or embedded in any chip set. Only the original purchaser has the right to use the content in their 
production. 
 
You will not spread unlock codes for downloaded SampleSets “*.exe/zip/rar” files to any other 
person and you have to keep such codes confidential.  
 
If you become aware of any unauthorized use or distribution of Precisionsound content, please notify 
Precisionsound immediately via E-mail at info@precisionsound.net 
 
Violation of this agreement will be pursued to the fullest extent of the law. 

http://www.precisionsound.net/
mailto:info@precisionsound.net
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